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Shot types and framing



Establishing Shot
It is generally a long 
or extreme-long 
shot at the 
beginning of a 
scene indicating 
where, and 
sometimes when, 
the remainder of 
the scene takes 
place. This shot is 
not essential but is 
a longtime film and 
television 
traditional shot.



Wide shot
The camera is positioned to observe the most action in the 
performance. Wider than a full/long shot.



Full shot / long shot

A long shot shows 
the entire human 
figure and is usually 
intended to place 
them in relation to 
their surroundings. 



Medium shot

Medium shots are often used 
for dialogue sequences. They 
allow the viewer to pick up 
on the character's 
movements and gestures. 
Body language is important 
to conveying emotion, and 
the medium shot remains 
close enough to capture the 
character’s emotion. 



Medium long shot
Also known as a three-quarters shot. Frames the subject from the 
knees or just below the knee up. An intermediate shot between the 
long shot and the medium shot. Shows the subject in relation to the 
surroundings. 



Medium close up
Frames a subject's head and cuts off at shoulders or mid-chest. The 
focus is on the subject but the shot can also reveal a little of the 
surroundings. Shows clearly the facial expressions of the subject. 



Close up
Tightly frames a person or an object. Displays the most 
detail, but does not include the broader scene.



Extreme close up
Traditionally used to allow the viewer to enter the character’s intimate 
space, revealing certain characteristics and emotions that would 
otherwise go unnoticed. An unnaturally close view that intensifies the 
expression of what the character experiencing. 



High angle

The camera looks down on 
the subject from a high 
angle. High-angle shots can 
make the subject seem 
vulnerable or powerless 
when applied with the 
correct mood, setting, and 
effects. Creates dramatic 
sense of space.



Low angle
Camera is positioned low on the vertical axis, looking up. 
Psychologically, the effect is to make the subject look strong and 
powerful, or in charge.



Two-shot

Two characters are in the frame. Used to show the emotional reactions 
between two characters. An "American two shot" shows the two heads 
facing each other in profile to the camera.



Three-shot

Similar to a two-shot, but now three subjects in the frame, related 
narratively.



Over the shoulder shot
A shot of someone taken 
from the perspective or 
camera angle from behind 
the shoulder of another 
person. The back of the 
shoulder and head is used 
to frame the character 
that the camera is 
pointing towards.



Shot-reverse-shot
Sequence showing a conversation or interaction between two people 
where only one person is on screen at a time



Tilt
The camera stays in a fixed position but rotates up/down in a vertical 
plane. Tilting the camera results in a motion similar to someone raising 
or lowering their head to look up or down. 



Pan
Panning involves swiveling a camera horizontally from a fixed position., 
similar to the motion of a person when they turn their head on their 
neck from left to right. In the resulting image, the view seems to "pass 
by" the spectator as new parts of the scene appear on one side of the 
screen and exit from the other. The entire image is seen from a fixed 
point of view.



Dutch angle, canted angle
The camera is set at an angle so that the shot is 
composed with vertical lines at an angle to the side 
of the frame. The horizon line of the shot is at an 
angle to the bottom of the frame.



Zoom
• If you zoom, make it meaningful. Zoom in on something or someone 

specific to make a point, like a dramatic zoom in to see an expression 
of surprise. Most of the time, cut to a close-up or a long shot rather 
than using the zoom.
• Use it as an aid to focusing. Zoom in to the subject, focus the camera, 

and zoom out again to desired framing.
• The slow zoom can be an effective way to build tension in your scene. 

An even slower zoom can bring your audience closer to the action 
without having them realize it until they are right in the action.



Dolly zoom
The dolly zoom is an in-camera effect that appears to undermine 
normal visual perception. The effect is achieved by zooming to adjust 
the angle of view while the camera dollies toward or away from the 
subject in such a way as to keep the subject the same size in the frame 
throughout. 

https://youtu.be/u5JBlwlnJX0

https://youtu.be/u5JBlwlnJX0


180° rule
Two characters in a scene 
should maintain the same 
left/right relationship to one 
another. When the camera 
passes over the “invisible axis” 
connecting the two subjects, it 
is called crossing the 180° line 
and the shot becomes what is 
called a reverse angle.



Rule of thirds
A concept in which the 
frame is divided into 
into nine imaginary 
sections – 3 horizontal, 
3 vertical – creating 
reference points which 
act as a guide for 
framing the image. Also 
acts as a guide for the 
audience for viewing 
the image.



Headroom
• No Headroom: The person may seem to be glued to the top of the 

screen
• Too Much Headroom: The person may look like they are sinking in the 

frame



Too much headroom

Too little headroom

Possibly more interesting



Shooting for Editing

Shot types, framing, camera placement, camera movement are all 
about shooting for editing
A sequence is a part of the film constructed of:
• A series of Scenes. A scene is an event divided into >
• Shots, comprised of elements of framing, camera angle, camera 

movement, actor movement, divided into >
• A series of Takes, which indicate the number of attempts made to 

capture the shot



Compose your shots to create continuity in 
your scene
• Shot types and framing provide symbolic language to the scene, so it’s vital 

to know filmic visual language so that you can use it in a traditional or a 
new way. 
• Use leading effectively to move from shot to shot within the sequence 
• Know your script or shot list from scene to scene
• Blocking is the process of working out the details of an actor's movement 

in relation to the camera 
• Actors, extras, vehicles, crew, equipment are all part of your shoot and 

should work together towards the same goal
• This means being organized and keeping everyone informed



Blocking creates a map of your shoot
• To block a scene, determine where the actors will be on the set and what 

will be the first camera position
• Determine the end point of the shot
• Set the position of the camera and actors for the beginning of the shot
• Set the position of the camera and actors for the end of the shot
• Set the lights based on beginning and ending points. Set the lights for the 

beginning point, and then set the lights for the ending point.
• Do a camera rehearsal with the actors and crew for both beginning and 

ending points of the same shot
• Make lighting and other adjustments 
• Shoot the scene/shot, then repeat the process for the next shot



Blocking and rehearsal

• Draw a diagram of the action on a piece of paper before you shoot –
visualize actor placement and movement in the shot
• Then try it out. With rehearsal you will understand what is possible. 

Make adjustments where necessary
• Use a shot list or storyboard to keep track of your shots, shot types, 

and planned edit points. This can keep you on track narratively
• If you have dialogue, use the blocking rehearsal time to let the actors 

become familiar with the dialogue and interaction of characters, so 
they can speak their lines, even reading from the script



Working from a script
• Filming in order of scenes is not usually optimal – considerations are 

people’s availability, equipment availability, weather, location, and funds
• Shoot all scenes in the script that occur in the same place on the same day 

or same couple of days – saves time and money – regardless of where the 
scenes are in the narrative
• Shoot insert and cutaway footage for every scene. These are used during 

the editing process to build the story, aid in continuity, and fill in any 
awkward spaces or blanks in your scene
• Each take should begin several seconds before the action, or before the 

actual start of the shot/scene
• Shoot exterior scenes when the weather is good or it conforms to what’s in 

the script
• Comb through the script and make a list of props you will need



Continuity preserves consistency across shots 
and scene
• Continuity means keeping actors, props, and the set the same from 

take to take, and from shot to shot, within a scene
• If camera positions are changed from take to take, consider using 

shots in editing that will go well with a cut edit – a wide shot will 
usually cut easily into a medium shot, or a medium shot into close up, 
or to an insert, cutaway, or reaction shot preserving continuity
• For continuity of action, shoot the action beyond the end of the scene 

to give yourself room to create a fluid edit that completes the action 
(example from book: long shot to medium shot or close-up of 
someone opening a door and entering a room) 



Continuity of time, style, tone

• When a character walks out of the frame at the end of a scene, the 
next scene is assumed to represent a later time
• When panning or tracking an actor’s exit, shoot them walking 

completely off the set/out of the frame, beyond the end of the scene, 
to give yourself more options for editing. Keep the camera running a 
few seconds beyond the end of the scene/shot
• Sound can be used to create continuity of style, mood and tone from 

one scene to the next



Always remember

• Provide plenty of food and 
drink for your cast and crew
• Including lots of tea, coffee, 

and bottled water
• And possibly bagels
• Don’t forget the vegetarians



The end


